Psychological Predictors of Cooperation in the Chronic Treatment of Kidney Transplantation Patients.
A patient who complies with doctor recommendations is an indicator of proper cooperation in treatment. It is affected by environmental factors, soft competences of the doctors, and properties of the human personality. We investigated the psychological characteristics of patients that may facilitate human contact and promote healthy behaviors. The aim of the study was to analyze the importance of psychological factors for the occurrence of health-related behaviors necessary for cooperation in treatment. The study was conducted in a group of 105 patients (62 males and 43 females) aged from 25 years to 82 years old (mean, 50.4 years) after kidney transplantation who remained in follow-up at the Outpatient Transplant Clinic. We used two questionnaires: one for the patients and one for their doctors, including an assessment of healthy behaviors listed in 10 categories. The patients also completed the tests exploring the sense of self-efficacy (generalized self-efficacy scale), optimism (life orientation test - revised) and the control of emotions (Courtauld emotional control scale) in a Polish adaptation by Zygfryd Juczynski. In the statistical analysis, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient and the Kanonicza analysis were used, adopting the significance level of P < .05. We found significant correlations between psychological factors and behaviors of the patients. The patients controlling the expression of anxiety often concentrated on cleanliness and hygiene (P = .013). The patients controlling the expression of anger (P = .008) and anxiety (P = .049) were less likely to perform self-observation, being of the opinion that the role of the physicians was to evaluate the development of the disease and advances in treatment. The patients with higher levels of optimism were perceived by the physicians as better cooperating in conducting self-observation (P = .024) and adherence to hygiene (P = .047); they were also less frequently struggling with ophthalmic problems (P = .004). The relationship between the factors associated with the disease and treatment (pressure, the efficiency of the transplanted kidney, and duration of treatment) and psychological factors (optimism, emotional control, and self-efficacy) has been confirmed. The emerged factors significantly affected each other, which indicated the matching of the model (P = .08). The analysis of the results shows that psychological and somatic functioning of patients has a strong relationship with certain pro-health behaviors that determine the collaboration in treatment. This can serve as a basis for modifying the rules of managing the patients.